A Personalized Ceremony: It's Your Rite!

Dan Henkel • Officiant

Personalizing Your Ceremony
Your wedding should reflect who you uniquely are as a couple.
It can be a meaningful, memorable occasion for those closest to you.

Do you want:
• An occasion that’s uniquely yours – not scripted or formulaic?
• A ritual involving practices from diverse traditions?
• A ceremony that is secular, or perhaps spiritual but outside mainstream religious tradition?
• To bridge your families’ faiths and expectations in a way that is both respectful to them
and consistent with your wishes?

Here are some things I've learned from dozens of weddings.
The bare essentials of the ceremony
1. Gathering: Purpose of this event
(“We are gathered here…”/About marriage)
2. Couple states their intentions/vows
3. Declaration of marriage/presentation
Create a ceremony that reflects who you are as a couple
1. Your wedding should reflect your beliefs, culture & aspirations.
2. Honor your families & traditions
3. Personalized: Content, setting, style & tone are your own
4. Make it distinctive, memorable (not cookie-cutter, standard script)
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Make it meaningful for those you’ve gathered
1. Welcome them as your community
2. Everyone should see & hear
3. Involve those closest to you
4. Readings, music & rituals allow special people to participate
Traditions, options, enhancements
1. Readings/prayers (familiar & off-beat)
2. Music: Employ your local players & singers!
(Live performances are memorable.)
3. Rituals/rubrics: Unity candle, pouring of sand,
handfasting, passing the rings
4. Explain what you’re doing and what it means.
Clue in the photographer/videographer/audio technician.
Pulling it off as planned
1. Plan & rehearse! (Everyone’s watching, and you get only one take.)
A wedding planner, officiant or someone else with experience is essential.
2. Anticipate snags, glitches & gremlins. They will happen!
Redundancy & Plan B can save the day.
3. Weather can affect things, indoors or out. What could happen?
4. Be realistic about time. People talk fast when they’re nervous.
Some things (like passing rings among the guests) take longer than you’d expect.
Props will vanish. Children will stray.
5. Designate people for key roles, and perhaps someone to “stage manage.”
6. The rehearsal is serious business.
Have your party show up sober, pay attention, and party later.

Let's explore the possibilities!
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